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One of the goals of LPR is to bridge between academia and practice and as research is at the heart of academia, it makes sense to try to ensure that practitioners are as aware of our research as are our research colleagues. This compilation attempts to build part of that bridge but the list should also aid students and other researchers to readily access research undertaken by their colleagues.

It is always surprising to find how much has been published by our staff who teach planning or research on planning related subjects (e.g., landscape architecture). They are also not easy to find. The following publications have been identified by trawling manually through individual staff publications stored in the internal PBRF Elements software database. Only peer reviewed material has been included. There are probably at least double, perhaps triple that number in conference presentations, Op-Ed and Newsletter contributions that have been omitted. There are also bound to be articles that have yet to be lodged in the database. It was especially pleasing to see three of our MPlan students have turned their 40 credit dissertations into respectable publications (Hoang, How and Outram) alongside those of student completing research degrees (e.g., Kadibadiba). While one expects landscape architecture to be strong at Lincoln, it was pleasing to note how many articles were dealing with energy or transport issues. While the nominal period covered is articles published in 2018-2019, as this list was compiled in mid January 2020 there were already a number of 2020 journals able to be listed and they have been included to facilitate early access for our readers.
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